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Official Publication of the Students ol Ho

LIX—6

llqge a t Holland. Michigan

D e c . 5 . 1946

"MESSIAH" IS EVENT OF DEC. 17
Vesper Concert Features
Pearl Harbor Day Theme

I.R.C. Members
Furnish Program
For U. W o m e n

Savarirayan to be Talented
Soloists Secured
•H *
'•» V ' " ' ••••" It ..! l f.
Speaker inChapel For 'Messiah' Performance
-

Mr. Jared S. Savarirayan will.be
David Austin, bass baritone, in the December 17 presentaguest
speaker in Chapel'on JanuFive
members
of
the
InternationSunday afternoon, December 8 at
al Relation Club furnished the pro- ary 7. Mr. Savarirayan arrived in tion of the "Messiah," in the college chapel, has done much
4:00, a Pearl Harbor Day-Christgram at the meeting of the Ameri- this country from his native poun- work in Oratorio having appeared in Messiah performances
mas vesper will be presented in
can Association of U n i v e r s i t y
Hope Memorial Chapel, sponsored
in Elgin, Illinois, Milwaukee, and Grand Rapids. He has perWomen which was held on Nov, 21, try of, India on September 18
by the Musical Arid Club. This
fect technique, and an interpretation more nearly traditionat the home of Mrs. Henry Winter. aboard the General Gordon.- He is
vesper concert is an annual proMany history and English stuPreston Stegenga acted as mod- a member of a deputation group ally correct than is usually heard. He sings with dignity, and
gram commemorating Pearl Harbor
dents
have
found
another
change
erator in a panel discussion on the and has been touring especially in has refused to be moved by the lilting tendencies of the
Day, and an offering will be taken
in their instructors with the addi- topic, "Must we sacrifice sovereign- the eastern states. He talks gen- modern school of expression. Mr. Austin has also sung with
for the Red Cross.
the Illinois Symphony Orchestra
For the first time this season, the tion of Mrs. Joyce Allen to the ty if we give the atom bomb to the erally on the subject he knows best,
and the Swedish Choral Society.
Chapel Choir will make a program faculty. Mrs. Allen took over her United Nations?" His able assist- higher education hi India. \
ants, whom he facitiously referred
In 1941 he performed with the
Mr. Savarirayan was bona of a
appearance.
new duties two weeks ago.
Lo as "experts," were Joanne Deck- Christian family in Indi^N He
Augustana College Choir in the
The program will be as follows:
Mrs. Allen's bachelor's degree er, Lambert Ponstein, Henry Shaw, achieved high rank scholastically in
"Passion According to St. MatPart I
was presented to her upon com- and Chester Droog.
thew" by Bach. This was his last
his training and eventually became
1 Processional
pleting
stud.ej
at
Albion
college
in
The
two
most
discussed
plans
performance before entering servprincipal of Voorhees College where
2 Star Spangled Banner
ice that same year. March of this
Audience 1931. She took her graduate work Jor the disposal of the atomic men- he is serving now. The enrollment
at Western Ke .e.ve University at ace, the Baruch and Revision plans, of the college since he first served
year brought his discharge and
3 Women's Trio
since that time Mr. Austin has
Barbara Van Dyke Cleveland, Uiiio. At the University were presented with their bearing there as an instructor in 1922 has
again been affiliated with the
Donna VanVoorst of Ida.io in Moscow, Idaho, and at upon the question of national sow increased from 115 to over 460. He
ereignty. The Baruch plan, provid- is very active on various educaAmerican Conservatory of Music in
June Meeusen Wayne University in Detroit.
Completing her graduate work ing for the prevention of the rise tional boards and councils.
Chicago.
4 Coronet Duet
Lee Sneden Mrs. Allen accepted a position at of atomic energy for destructive
Mr. Savarirayan com^S from a
Cavenaugh Announces Contralto
Calvin Swart Pocatello High School in Idaho. She purposes through a system of in- family of about a dozen children,
has also taught at Westminster spection within the complying
Prof. Robert Cavanaugh also an5 "Prayer for Peace"
and all of them have made a good
College
in
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah,
nounced
that Miss Helene Hekman,
states,
was
most
generally
agreed
Women's Glee Club
mark in life. Mr. Savarirayah himand Highland Park Junior College upon as the better of the two plans.
one
of
the
leading oratorio singers
"Battle Hymn of the Republic"
self has four children. He re Very
in
the
midwest,
will be the conin
Detroit.
The
adoption
of
the
Baruch
proPart II
active in the Vellare Church in
Twin Falls, Idaho, is Mrs. Allen's posal, it was concluded, would netralto soloist. Miss Hekman sung
G "Silent Night"
Audience
India. He finds his stay in Amerhome town. Mr. ..lien is city editor cessitate the sacrifice of national
the contralto role three times with
7 Jesu Bambino
Chapel Choir
ica most fascinating, ''interesting,
for the Holland Evening Sentinel, sovereignty. It was suggested,
the Calvin College chorus in its
Chapel Choir
and informative.
the local newspup.T. They have a however, that in surrendering naannual presentation of the "Elijah"
8 Organ Solo - "Noel" - D'Aquinson,
Thomas,
who
is
seven
years
while
attending that school in
tional power in this respect we
Watter3
Ruth Probst
1941-42.
From Calvin she went to
old.
would be gaining a higher type of
9 "Beautiful Saviour"
Mr. Austin
the
Chicago
Musical College, from
sovereignty which would contribute
Chapel Choir
which
she
was graduated last
more to the ultimate realization of
10 "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring"
accompanist
was Miss Prudence
the goals in cooperation toward
Bach
spring
with
the
Bachelor of Music
which the world is striving.
Miss Jantina Holleman, Pianist
degree.
Miss
Hekman
has been
After the members of the panel
11 Anthem
Chapel Choir
continuing
postgraduate
studies
at
Members
of
the
Research
Divihad made their contribution, the
12 "Joy to the World"
Audience
The newly organized Chemistry
the
Chicago
Musical
College
and
sion
of
one
of
the
largest
hospitals
All students and friends are in- Club met for the first time Mon- audience was invited to take part.
with private oratorio tutors since
in Detroit have recently stobmitte(
vited to attend this vesper which is day, Nov. 18, 194(5, in the Chemis- The topic proved to have been a
a manuscript to Dr. Teunis Ver- ' The Christmas season on Hope's that time.
stimulating
one
as
the
club
memthe opening of pre-Christmas activ- try library. Advisors for this club
She has sung the oratorio "Mesbers commented on the ideas that geer, Head of the Biology Dept. campus will come •to a climax on
ities on Hope's Campus.
are Dr. Harvey Kleinheksel and
had been presented and questioned describing their investigation am Saturday, December 14, at 8:30.1 8 i a h" f o u r t i m e s with the Muskegon
Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl.
findings concerning the hunian For it is then that faculty and stu- Oratorio Society, and has also apthe "experts" on their positions.
Members of the Chemistry Club
.broad
fish itipeworm., Dr. Vergeer dents share in the All-College for- peared with the Racine Symphony
-o—
are appointed by the advieors.
has done extensive research work,
Orchestra and the Arion Club of
They included the following: Auon this same parasite and his cqr- mal Christmas party.
Milwaukee in Wisconsin presentayear the formal Christ-1 .
,
.
4
t u ; „ ,.^0^
drey Reagan, Don Brunstetter,
rections, suggestions and criticism ' Until last
^
| tion of a similar nature. This year
mas
party
with
faculty
members
John Lightvoet, John Mooi, Ed
were requested before the publishe will sing at Calvin College and
was only for the girls and was held
Raterink, George Toren, and Gene
cation
of
this
manuscript.
Muskegon
in addition to her apDr. DeYoung, a missionary on
Voorhees' lounge. Last year the 1 ^
• a ..
The Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. Van T a - H n. OlTicers elected for furlough from Arabia, will speak
His original findings, which were in
... . .
.
1
,
. pearance a t , the Civic Auditorium
W.A.L.
and
Houseboard
sponsored
:
^
j
o
•
j
the
year
are:
President,
Gene
Van
are anticipating two guest speakers
in Grand Rapids.
to Alpha Chi members on the sub- published in various scientific jourfrom India at their meeting of Tamelen; vice president, G e o r g e ject, "Work in the Mission Field," nals, were also used as references the party for all the students and
Hekman Is Radio Soloiat
the party was held in the chapel
January 7. This is the first meet- Toren; secretary-treasurer, Audrey
at the next meeting of the "Pre- in assembling the data for this basement. W.A.L. assisted by .the I
Miss Hekman has appeared reguing after the Christmas holidays Reagan.
sems," Monday, December 16, at manuscript. Some students have Student Council are promoting this
l a r , y o n r a d i o programs and for
I Rev. Arthur John will speak at
The remainder of the meeting
also
found
quotations
concerning
7:30 P. M.
year's party. It will be held in s e v e r a l months has been a featured
tke Y.M. meeting. Rev. John is the I c o n s i 8 t e d of a discussion concernAlpha Chi is presenting to its his work in several of the science Carnegie Gymnasium.
" soloist on the "Back to God Hour"
son of a missionary and was edu- ing new members and programs.
members a series of talks on vari- textbooks in use in the laboratory.
Everyone
in
formal
'
a
r
r
a
y
will
n e t w o r k . She had her own program
cated in mission schools in India. The program committee is comIt is hoped that the research
ous phrases of full-time Christian
meet
at
the
gym
where
a
giant
tree
recently on station WMBI,
u
ntil
He founded an Ashram as a center posed of George Toren, chairman;
s e n ice. The speakers are men who work being done on this tapeworm and gaily wrapped gifts await.
C h i c a g o t and is now soloist at the
for work among educated young John Mooi and John Lightvoet.
will
bring
about
steps
to
regulate
are experienced in the ministry and
everyone. The soft music of the Ravenswood Presbyterian Church
Hindus at Chittar and later acmission work. Dr. Simon Blocker and prevent further increase in beautiful Christmas carols, the
cepted a pastorship there. Much
in Chicago.
began the series with a message on human infection, and will promote charming folk tunes and the happy
of his work entered in the circle of
public
interest
and
knowledge
re"The Call to the Christian Minisspirit of the students and faculty
village churches around Chittar
try." "Complete Surrender and garding regulatory and preventa- lend- an atmosphere of warmth and
where he aided the poor and illiterAbandonment to the Call" was the tive measures.
cheer to the festive night.
ate. He is now in America as a
topic of Rev. Ray Olthof of the
The evening festivities will beThe
money
pledged
by
the
stumessenger of the Church in India.
Harlem Reformed Church.
gin with a mixer. The singing of
Mrs. Arputham William will dents of Hope College in the MisThe membership of Alpha Chi
the beautiful carols followed by the
speak to the Y.W.C.A. She is a sion Drive Tuesday, November 19,
has
swelled greatly this year. All
appearance of Santa Claus and his
pastor's wife and the foster-mother has been raised to $2,114, according
men on Hope's campus who are prewares are high points of the eveof a small boy, Bhaktane. She was to the chairmen of the project. The
paring for full time Christian servning. To climax this joyous evea poor girl in India but was able amount originally pledged, which is
ice are invited to attend these
In the coming weeks Hope stu- ning of fun, laughter, and friendlito get some education at the Girls' to aid in the reconstructing of the
dents
and faculty will be given the ness, refreshments will be served.
meetings.
High School at Ranipet and then dormitory of Talmadge College,
opportunity
to express their ap- The committee states that this is
took a training course at Madras. China, was $2,005. A booth has
preciation
for
the services given one of the best parties on campus.
She then taught at and became been placed in Van Raalte Hall
them by the Michigan Tuberculosis
The committees working on the
every
morning
and
afternoon
for
headmistress of the Central Hindu
Association.
party
are: general chairmen. Alma
the
payment
of
these
pledges.
After
Girls' School in Ranipet. She marStudents are asked to watch for Vander Hill and Phyl Dietrich;
Prof. Robert Cavenaugh will
ried Rev. Williams of the Ranipet this week, payment may be made
Miss Francis Helen Maines, re- the sale of Christmas seals which decorations, Ruth Dalenberg and conduct the performance of the
Church and is now chairman of the in the College Office. Students gional secretary of the Geneva
will again be sold on campus. Our Norman Ter Beek; publicity, Laura "Messiah." Originklly from Mil"Eastern Circle" of village par- should fulfill their pledges as soon Region Young Women's Christian
quota for this year is $2,000.
Johnson and Marie Buttlar; pro- waukee. Mr. Cavenaugh received
as possible.
ishes.
Association, will be the speaker at
These seals work the year around gram, Ike Demian and Kenneth his A.B. degree from the Umverthe December 10th meeting of the on a program of health education.
Lincoln; clean-up. Isla Vander Heu- sity of Wisconsin. U t e r he attendY.W.C.A. The organization of the They provide tuberculosis testing.
vel and Paul Myrehn.
"d t h e American Conservatory of
National Y.W.C.A. will be the sub- X-rays, and rehabilitation proMusic in Chicago and holds both
ject for consideration.
grams. During the - last year, apthe Bachelor and Master degrees
Miss Maines will hold conferences proximately f o u r t h o u s a n d new
Modem Language Group 1 ° ' Music from that school. At the
on Tuesday and Wednesday, De- cases of TB were discovered. The T
LJ I J I • x i.J
1*
American Conservatory, he studied
cember 10 and 11. Those interested need for the services of the Michi- 10 Mold Joint Meeting
voice with Theodore Harrison, and
in doing " Y " work are urged to gan Tuberculosis Association is inA delegation of Hope students this year was, "To what extent
The French, Spanish and German theory with Leo Sowerly. Mr Cavjourneyed to Albion on Saturday, should labor have a share in the speak with her. Ruth Dalenberg is creasing and with it increases our Clubs will have a joint m e e t i n g enaugh is a member of a national
in charge of making appointments responsibility to purchase Christ- December 9. T h e m e e t i n g w i l l f e a - Maternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
November 23, to participate in the management of industry?" Eleven
mas seals.
„
annual Round-table Discussion of Michigan colleges sent delegations for conferences.
ture the, singing of Christmas car- and of Sinfonia, the national music
L
On December 3, a joint Y.M. and
—o—
—•
Q
to
the
conference,
held
at
Albion
the Michigan Intercollegiate Speech
ols in the three languages. Each 1 fraternity.
Y.W. meeting was held. Rev. ArLeague. Representing Hope as dis- College.
thur Bukowski of Aquinas College Circulation Desk Moves club will present a program showThe speakers for the occasion
cussion leaders were Joanne Decking how Christmas is celebrated in Kappa Delta Schedules
in Grand Rapids spoke on "Student
er, Robert Danhof, and Marvin De were: Mr. J. L. Lovett, General
To
Fornrier
Main
Office..
t h a t country. The program is i n |
j December Programs
Young. Among the discussants Manager of the Michigan Manufac- Action."
charge of the three vice presidents,
0
On Sunday, December 8, Kappa
Library facilities have been enfrom Hope were: Peter Breen, Haro
turers' Association (representing Club Plans December 9
Delta
will meet to enjoy g i f t s for
larged to accommodate a larger
old Grissen, Henry Shaw, Carl Konmanagement);
Mr.
John
W.
Riegel,
volume
of
circulating
books.
Miss
ing, Dennis Shoemaker, William
Meeting Around Novels Gibbs, college librarian, has reportJellema, Harvey Moes, Nelson Director of the Bureau of Indused the transfer of the circulating
Stegeman, John De Vries, Donald trial Relations at the School of O f Maxwell Anderson
Members of the English Majors desk to the former main office.
Vandenberg, Luella Pyle, Peggy Business Administration of MichiConstruction of the Photo Club's 2:30 P. M. December 16, at the
Sullivan, and Jean Watson. Dr. gan University (representing the Club will meet at the home of Mr. Periodicals and the card catalogue
dark
room, in the Science Building, regular meeting for the month,
can
also
be
found
in
the
new
disHollenbach,
December
9.
Barbara
public);
Mr.
Thurston
Smith,
ProSchrier of the Speech department,
is
still
in progress- Adrian Bos, Kappa Delta will discuss various
pensing
room.
The
p
r
e
r
t
n
t
study
Bilkert
will
lead
a
discussion
on
fessor
of
Economics
at
Olivet
Coland Mr. James Bos, an alumnus,
president
of the club, reports that phases of Christian service. Betty
accompanied the group as discus- lege, with 25 years of experience the author, Maxwell Anderson. Re- room will be kept as i quiet^ readthis
work
will be completed in the Fuller, a senior, will lead the meetin the labo»* movement (represent- ports on three of Mr. Anderson's ing and research room. ' A list of
sion critics.
near
future.
The next meeting of I ing.. All girls who are interested
This was the eighth in a series of ing labor); and Mr. Norman Birk- novels will be given by Virginia new books' will bis pUfced on the
the
Photo
Club
wiil be held t h e j i n Christian service are cordially
annual Discussion Festivals spon- ett, labor attach^ of the British Bilkert, Glenna Gore, and John bulletin board in Graves hhll once
second
Monday
in
December.
I invited to meet with them.
every month.
Bbursma,
sored by the M1SL. The topic for consulate in Detroit.

Mrs. Allen Takes
Faculty Position

Hospital Honors
W o r k of Vergeer Christmas Party
A b o u t Tapeworm
To Be Held Dec. 14
in Carnegie Gym

Students Organize
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For Jan. 7 Meeting
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Hope Delegation Attends
Speech League At Albion
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Letters Mirror Opinions
There may be several things in this issue on which students
would like to express their views. If so, just write your
opinions or ideas in a letter to the editor. Try to make the
articles as brief as possible and still include the facts which
are important to your argument. It may be impossible to
include all letters in the issue next time, but we will try to
give everyone a chance to see their efforts in print. If anyone
lias a question which could Le used for the column, "The
Eyes and Ears of Our Campus," put it in the Anchor mailbox
in the college office. The column is more interesting if the
topic of discussion is one over which the students themselves
are especially concerned.
o

Let Us Remind Ourselves
The foreword of our college bulletin states that "Hope
College is proud to be a member of that large body of Liberal
Arts Colleges that are called CHRISTIAN. Like every firstclass college it relates itself in every way to the general
problem of education according to the best traditions and
standards. It aims to introduce the student to the whole field
of culture so that he may work and fight effectively in the
arena of life . . . Hope College is not colorless so far as
Christianity is concerned. It is definitely Christian in character and does not shrink from the duty and obligation to
help the Church redeem the world to Christ. It believes with
Dr. Robert Kelley that 'Mankind has not yet discovered a
more worthy instrument of progress than a thoroughly
Christian College.'"
A Bible textbook that most of us will use before we graduate states that "Reverence for God is the basis of the Ten
Commandments. Jesus indicated that he considered it the
elemental quality in man's approach to God, and made it the
first petition in the Lord's Prayer, 'Hallowed be Thy Name.'
Love for God and Reverence for God are the first requirements in the character of the redeemed. It is surprising how
many people in their ordinary conversation continually blaspheme the name of God, and how many, even professed Christians, who would not think of swearing, continually, in their
ordinary conversation use such expressions as 4My Lord,'
'My God,' 'Good Lord.' The use of God's Holy Name in such
light and trivial ways indicate a heart that is irreverent and
not right toward God."
The Bible says in Leviticus 24:15-16: "And thou shalt
speak unto the children of Israel saying. Whosoever curseth
his God shall bear his sin. And he that blasphemeth the
name of the Lord, he shall surely be put to death, and all the
congregation shall certainly stone him: as well the stranger,
as he that is born in the land, when he blasphemeth the name
of the Lord, shall be put to death."
Many remarks have been made about both the profane and
foul language heard in the halls of Hope College recently.
This condition brings neither credit upon the offender nor
his school. It is a sin against your Creator and brings discredit on the home you represent. "Let's keep it clean!"
R. L.H.
o

Rules and Regulations
Have you ever been in the Armory? Imagine Carnegie gymnasium
with twelve hundred seats, bleachers, and that's it. No bigger, only
one door about six or seven feet
wide. The bottom row of seats is

the outside line; the south basket
hangs practically over the heads
of those people sitting on that side;
a dog-shot artist invariably ends
up in the laps of those in the front
row. A person arriving late must

Beste Jan,
For those foreigners enrolled at
this noble institution and to whom
Hope's mother tongue is not familiar, the above fragment of colloquial expression reads, "Dear John"
and thus begins this second in a
series of "Up and Atom."
My, haven't the past weeks been
filled with n u m e r o u s activities?
Fraternity initiation with each and
every campus character becoming
even more so for one solid week
was unforgettable. To the Knicks
go the congrats for the most original performance at the all-college
mixer. Course I like operations,
two. Later that very evening, in
one of the most solemn celebrations
to date, all six hundred Freshmen
( y e s , I ' m k i d d i n g ) with tears
streaming d o w n their careworn
faces tenderly placed their weatherbeaten, but beloved, pots on the
blazing fire and sadly turned their
faces to the east and repeated the
vow, "I shall pot no more." At the
most, t w o h u n d r e d pots were
burned.
Onto Prigge's house, for one of
the memorable parties of the seawn. Study that guest list carefully.
I predict — and you may quote me
on this — great things from those
three couples present.
Monday nite the feminine force
among the Sophs added another to
their long line of Soph victories by
defeating the Frosh in the annual
Nykerk Cup. To the Sophs go the
Xykerk Cup but to Millie and Barbara go my special orchid for making this one of the closest contests
to date.
Jan, beste, (see first paragraph
for translation) without a doubt
you are interested in those timeless
twosomes. Art Higgs and LaVerne
Hyink, Bill Appledorn and Lois

Timmer, Dick Spindler and Marilyn
Rea, and Russell Van Kempen and
Dolores Nelson are those Kampus
Kouples Keeping Konstant Kompany. The old, old Brouwer-Post
combination can be added to the
archives as two more who have
taken the step.
And now, Jan, my thoughts for
the week include:
For Eunice GroBs; Why doesn't
Garth install a taxi service between
Muskegon and Holland?
For R u s t y D e V e t t e and Nick
Yonker — the brightest of numerous stars from "star-studded Muskegon:"
"Then let us rail at women, scorn
and flout 'em. We may live with,
but c a n n o t live without 'em."
(Frederick Reynolds)
And for certain celebrities (females) who, in my most humble
opinion spend too much time in idle
chatter, "Old gossips are usually
young flirts gone to seed." (J. L.
Bosford) With these several philosophical remarks, I close.
But first, to J. David Menchoffer,
III, goes the Hope citation for
action beyond the call of duty. Be
sides spending countless hours pre
paring jokes to repeat to his noble
colleagues (yours truly is included
in this select group) at dinner, he
has perfected one of the most unbelievable table tricks in history.
First, you take a fork (thank you,
Walt, for the correct fork) then a
spoon, then a tooth pick, then a
match, and burn the match, balance
the fork and spoon on your middle
finger, right hand, and keep right
on eating. Seriously, tho' it's truly
remarkable.
And so, Jan, your for more table
tricks and dinner jokes and less of
this living room nonsense.
G. G.

wait for a time out to walk to his Faculty members and students are
seat, for the path is the playing ashamed to conduct friends and
field. Such is Holland Armory. It* parents on a tour of our campus
is where the Dutchmen will play due to this condition. Fortunately
nine basketball games, some very for HOPE, open house, following
important basketball games, for the h o m e c o m i n g football game,
they'll be gunning for the MIAA came at night — the inky blackness
championship.
did its best to cover our disrespect
Just what does this all mean? A for tradition. At least our alumni
cooperative group of fans can do were spared the painful sight.
It is our belief that this disremore to make the evening enjoyable than the team performing. gard for the tradition of "no smokWe know they're good, but how ing" on the campus rises from a
good can we perform ? What might lack of knowledge concerning the
be a few suggestions to alleviate reasons behind the tradition. It was
not established with the intent of
congestion and inconvenience ?
forcing
students to obey or conform
First of all, get there on time!
The rules laid down by the Athlet- to petty regulations laid down by
ic Board demand that you be IN the administration. The only reason
YOUR SEATS by 7:30, or your behind the tradition is to maintain
ticket will not be honored! Comply the beauty of our buildings and the
with this to save yourself an un- surrounding grounds. The presence
enjoyable evening at the movies of h u n d r e d s of cigarette butts
v\nle Hope plays ball. Once in strewn along the walks and coveryour seat, don't leave it. People ing the grass in front of the enwill be sitting very closely, and trances is e x t r e m e l y unsightly.
you don't like to be stepped on any None of us would think of inviting
more than the person below you. the student body to our homes and
If you are sitting in the first row, allow them to deposit their cigartuck in your feet; football is the ette butts on the grass surrounding
game of spills, not basketball; a it. We realize the neglected apfloorburn can be very painful. Give pearance it would soon give our
the cheerleaders a bit of coopera- home.
Some may suggest that the solution, they aren't out there for exercise. And don't forget, the ref- tion would lie in the presence of
erees know more about the game receptacles in which to toss refuse.
than you or I, let them call the None of the r e t u r n e d veterans
penalties; a healthy boo is usually would think much of our campus if
emanated by a bum. And finally, its walks and entrances were lined
when you leave the game, don't with butt cans. The majority of us
push, it's very unhealthy if you do realize that the solution lies within each of us. We still have five
it to the wrong person.
Just a few simple rules to follow, minutes between classes. In the
which any person of average intel- past students have found it suffiligence would comply with even if cient time to walk off the campus
he weren't told. I know well have or down to the Kletz for a weed.
a winning ball club. Let's be a The administration has made an
excellent start in face lifting of the
winning crowd.
buildings and in landscaping the
JHK
grounds. Are we as students going
to ruin their good start by striking
matches on the entrances and littering the grounds with cigarette
butts? Let's start NOW and each
Dear Editor:
one
of us again respect the tradiFrom time to time during the
tion
of "no smoking" on the campast few weeks, various members
pus,
not
because we feel it is a rule
of the faculty and student body
placed
upon
us by dictatorial adhave called our attention to the
ministration,
but because we are
unwritten "rules and traditions"
proud
of
HOPE
and want her to
which until this year have always
been highly respected on Hope's have the most beautiful campus
campus. This year, we as students possible. *
A Student
have d i s r e g a r d e d these requests

Letter To The Editor

and such a time honored tradition
as Mno smoking" on the campus is
continually b e i n g violated. Entrances to the Library, Science
Say, Joe, are you the dope that
Building and Van Raalte Hall are casually ( ? ) bumped one of our
beginning to take the appearance lady faculty members in your mad
of a fair grounds the day after. rush from chapel to class the other

Sloppy J & J

• tells his story.
But were not the angels and man
Many of us have wondered about
created perfect/ ix pencci, now
the problems which John Milton could they do anytning worthy of
wrote in nis poem "Paradise Lost." death? They were perfect, but yet
How did Satan come into existence were created m sucn a condition
in a universe created by God, who that they had reason and freedom
must create everything perfect? of will. For God creates them to
Why did Satan wish to cause man glorify Him, and if they must
the evils he did? Was God just in serve Him as puppets, how could
allowing man to fall, when man did they give proof of true allegiance ?
not know the meaning of the words Milton hears God say to His Son,
Sin and Death? Since the planets Jesus Christ, while they watch Saand the sun and moon seem to tan approaching the Earth on his
move in complete harmony witn hellish mission of destruction, "I
God's will, why was not man cre- made him (man) just and right,
ated to live in similar harmony ? Wt sufficient to have stood though iree
chink of these questions and decide to faUUtSuchJ created all the Ethethat man cannot answer them. Not real powers and spirits, both them
so Milton, he could not shy away who stood and them who failed;
from these questions. He must an- irtely they stood who stood, and
swer them or consider his life h leu who fell, i,Not free,.wnat prooi
iailure. Thus, after a busy life ol could they have given sincere ox
service for his native country, Eng- true allegiance, constant faith, or
land, the aged and blind Milton set love, where only what they needs
jut to write a poem "of Man's first mu.u do, appea. wu, not what they
disobedience, and the fruit of that would? What praise could they reforbidden tree, whose mortal taste ceive.' What pleasure I from such
Drought death into the world, ana obedience paid, when will and reaso
all our woe, with loss of Eden, till obedience paid, when will and reajne greater than Man restore us, son (reason is also choice) useless
and regain the blissful seat Sing and vain, of freedom both despoiled,
Heavenly Muse . . . that to the made passive both, had served neneight of this great argument I cessity, not me." But Satan and his
may assert Eternal Providence, ano host lell by their own suggestion,
justify the ways of God to men."
therefore t h e y did not deserve
mercy,
while man, fallen by the
In his incomparably majestic and
stately verse Milton gives his inter- deceit of another, is eligible for
pretation of the glory of Heaven, forgiveness.
»vhere the angels were happy in
Man's return to glory and haptheir service and praise to God. But piness must be through intercession
jne, whom we know as Satan, was of one to die for him and through
jealous of God's power and glory, obedience to God. Before his evicjnd when God set His Son to rule tion from the Garden, Milton tells
over all creation, he felt he could of the visit of Michael, God's angel,
bear it no longer. So Satan began to tell Adam of the hope he has
.lis evil career by sowing seeds of for future generations to come
Jiscord into Heaven and gathered after him. Thus God now look:,
\ mighty host to give battle against down on man from above and ooJod. Defeated and hurled headlong serves with joy all those who serve
i n t o "bottomless perdition," he Him in true obedience and love.
again marshalled his fallen forces But even now man does not have to
vO decide how they might best live on his own ability, for God
avenge themselves for their defeat. has sent a comforter to dwell with
Then the success of Satan brought him, to help him and to sustain
about the failure of man to live in him until he n e e t s death, which it
obedience to God's laws and he was the gate of life to those who are
condemned to die. But before God faithful.
drove him from the Garden of
The picturesque account of man's
Eden, He first revealed his hope for creation and fall and the answers
escape from death by revealing to to many of our personal questions
him that Jesus Christ would come about them plus the style and
beauty of the poetry, make Parato die for man, and by obedience dise Lost a source of joy and enand faith man could again enjoy lightenment to every reader. Don't
the blessings of God. So Milton miss it!

morning? What a fine specimen
of humanity you must be. Your
muscular layer may be thick in
spots, but it sure is pulled tight
over the brain area. Shoving won't
get you anywhere. You'll just have
to wait when you get there any
way. This isn't just aimed at Joe
either. It concerns all and each
of us (and the amount obviously is
increasing) maladjusted beings
who persists in making those disgusting
things
called "social
blunders."
What about the manners, courtesy, and etiquette displayed among
our students? In general, it's terrible. We aren't stipulating any
sex either — one seems to be as
bad as the other. Here we are in
a college learning our "reading,
writing and arithmetic" for future
use and we don't even know the
proper way to behave and the correct things to do. What a stamp
mark we are placing on ourselves
and what "sad-sacks" well develop
into after college.
Good manners, behavior, etiquette, and courtesy are the basis
for a more pleasant life here at
Hope College and there is a vast
need for improvement along just
those ever active lines. Naturally,
it's up to the discretion of the individual whether he or she wants
to be an Amazon, a Borneo woodsman, or a real brother-conscious
human being. On the other hand,
those with a lack of discretion
might glean a bit of advice from
the ever ready Emily or the next
edition of the Anchor. Until then
remember that you don't appear
any better to others than the way
you act — It doesn't make any
difference whether your heart is
made of gold. Every minute of the
day you not only, by your actions,
represent yourself and your home
but also the college which you attend.
"The Goops they lick their fingers.
And the Goops they lick their
knives:
They spill their broth on the tablecloth —
Oh, they lead d i « « * i a f f lives.
The Goops they talk while eating,
And loud and fast they chew;

ift u a t r
a x
by Ruth Probst
Rumors are flying!!! Seems a s if
a few worthy members of the Men's
Glee Club would like to see me
hung from the N.W. lantern in the
Chapel. Now — fellas — I ask
you!
Anybody want a sandwich? Just
see Vriesman. He ordered so many
for Musical Arts Club the other
night — that the next day he had
to get up at 5:30 A. M., so that
he'd finish breakfast in time for
chapel. And the worse is — they
were HAM sandwiches. That was
quite a successful meeting, especially, the reception. Plenty of food,
conversation, and chocolate milk —
the latter all over Probst's new
suit. Why do people have to set
half-empty cups on pianos ? ? Hey,
Vriesman? ? ?
Did everyone have a nice time on
gobble-gobble day? Girls Glee Club
put on a program in G.R. at night.
Peggy Prins managed to get there,
but those wings sure looked funny
sticking out of her ears! And then
after we had done our bit, the
kindly people invited us to eat. It
was a struggle but we managed to
clean up all the extra food.
Prof, asked me to say something
nice about the Men's Glee Club this
time. I've been trying to think all
week, but nothing has come to me
yet. They got one song that sounds
like they washed their voices and
can't do a thing with them. It
sounds quite well; there's a nice
balance. It's really swell to have
another Glee Club around, though.
We can stand it, if they can.
The first row in the choir looks
like it's having a permanent reaction. Come on, gals, chapel begins
a t 8 A. M. See you thenl ; . n e t .
I. J.. J 1JV.
And that's why I'm g l ^ U t h a r I
Am not a Goop — are j o u ? U X ' '
U nan i mops
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Lookinf A l Switzerland

Sophs Win Nykerk Cup;
L. Ter Beek is Chairman

Charles W . Claver
Take a first class tour of glorjpus, war-free S w i t z e r l a n d for
only $35.00? Incredible? Yes, when the C. 0 . called my name as
one of the lucky few to enjoy a Swiss furlough, my mind asked this
question. At this time the 101st Airborne Division was bogged down
in the boring details of occupation, and any diversion would be wel
come. In this f r a m e of mind the group departed for the Swiss
border, entirely unaware of the lessons we were to learn in the fol
lowing week.
A few observations and comments upon the Swiss way of life wil
be brought out as seen through the eyes of this Hope ambassador
USA—Switzerland, the greatest contrast, yet the deepest likeness.
USA, the biggest; Switzerland, the smallest democracy in the world.
The most liberal democracy, and the most conservative. USA, the
melting pot of nations; Switzerland the fraternal league of four races
and four languages. United in the love of peace, humaneness, respect
of the individual, and above all ONE in their indomitable spirit of
independence. We will endeavor to show these likenesses and con
trasts in a brief discussion of the land we learned to admire.
To speak of the modernity of the lowland cities of Zurich, Geneva
Basel, and Lucerne, in contrast to the quaint, simple antiquity of the
mountain sport villages of St. Moritz, Lugano, and Davos-dorf woulc
require an article in itself. Suffice it to say that anything a warstarved G. I. wished to eat could be found and purchased for a few
francs. Disregarding the civilian food rationing, nothing was too
good for the American visitors. The mountaineers bemoan the sac
truth echoed by the city dwellers, "The G. I.'s find watches more
fascinating than mountains", for the Swiss love their mountains.
In our contacts with the people, the diverseness of languages coulc
be easily discerned. There is English and Spanish for the tourists
many-dialect German in the northeast, French in the northwest, Italian
in the southern Alps and Romansch in the rural districts. Most of
the Swiss in the tourist business, however, speak all these languages
fluently. We asked the reason for this fluency, and found that children
are sent to various resort areas each summer to learn the local tongue
as they work. Despite the sectional difference of languages, the feeling
of unity is not affected—a true picture of practical, working democracy
We were impressed by the majestic 18th Century cathedrals, adding
their quiet influence on the basically religious people. In Zurich we
toured the stately Grossmunster church where Zwingli, the Swiss
reformer, began his world shaking activities. Speaking with the rector
we learned that the Swiss church is connected with the state, and the
state collects taxes for the church. Some regions are so remote that
only travelling priests and ministers serve their scattered congregations. We happened to witness a mountain blessing ceremony high
in the Alps above the winter sports town of Davos-dorf. A group ol
about fifteen simple mountain folk had gathered for the traditiona
blessing of the Alps. Note the contrast here represented—traditionally
noble cathedrals of the cities, and a humble, windswept, wooden cross
on the roof of the world.
We tourists were given first hand information regarding Swiss
sports. We participated, in a very limited way, in a skiing party high
in the Alps. Any type of mountaineering is welcomed as great sport
by these rugged outdoor people. Everyone skiis here. Junior to
Grandpa. Cricket, the British version of baseball, is the national
high school game, along with stone throwing and a form of wrestling.
Ice sports, including horse racing and sailing on ice, round out the
winter sports program. Taking advantage of the tricky but constant wind currents, many hearty Swiss go up into the frigid air
over the mountains in little gliders. This so called "sport" astonished
this reporter as he had "sweated out" glider rides which definitely
were not for sporting reasons.
Of all the countries in the world, Switzerland is one of the most
highly industrialized. Its scanty soil will not produce enough food
for the population. Essential raw materials are also lacking. Hence
the import business is absolutely essential to the Swiss life. The
textile industry dates back to the 13th century, and plays an important role in Swiss economy. Swiss engines drive mighty ships
on the seven seas. A long tradition of skilled workmanship characterizes the Swiss art of watchmaking. The hand of man is still of
the first importance in watch and precision instrument construction.
Exploitation of the readily available hydraulic power enables industrialists and scientists to keep pace on the world markets.
Switzerland is a land of 3000 communities and 22 cantons, (states),
nevertheless, each person is very jealous of his rights as an individual. The constitution is modeled after the U. S. Constitution.
Legislative duties are handled by two houses of Congress—the Representative of 194 members elected by the people, and the Senate of
two men from each canton. The Executive Branch is a body of
seven Federal Councillors, elected by the combined vote of the legislature for the term of four years. Each year a different Councillor
acts as president of the Swiss Confederation. It is purely a titular
position and carries no special powers. Canton government functions
center around a yearly public meeting, where the problems are
brought directly to the people. In the communities, each citizen has
much responsibility and freedom, for each citizen has a chance to
directly participate in local government. Labor, economic, and political
problems receive peaceful settlement because of this personal contact
with government. The Swiss government is a direct working democracy
in contrast to the representative democracy of the U. S. A.
Thus we left Switzerland, greatly impressed by the land, the people,
and the governmental methods, and hoping again to visit this friendly
little country in peacetime.

coiucos roktioo
THIN

Mr. William B. Miller, a new
member of the faculty, will assume
his duties as instructor in Bible at
the beginning of the new semester
which starts in January, according
to Reverend Eugene Osterhaven,
college pastor.

Religious Life In Europe
C h a r l e s A. D a r o c z y
During the present war my only experiences with civilians were
those of the average rifle company man; that is, neither friendly or
even slightly interested in their welfare. We didn't like the way
the civilians of all the lands reacted to our coming, and everything
about them was alien to our conceptions of European peoples. We
had little basis for understanding, the only result was the mutual
mistrust and very often ill-concealed feeling of superiority that grew
In our minds. Fortunately I was able to visit all of Western Europe
in the year a f t e r hostilities ceased, and also enabled to speak to
nationals of many lands, and thus to reach certain conclusions about
the religious life of the Christian community of Europe.
The main factor in European life today is that of obtaining an
adequate supply of food. The tremendous damage caused by the
war left millions homeless, poverty was the natural consequence that
followed. With the overwhelming majority of the people ill-housed
and under-fed, the religious leaders of Europe are now faced with a
greater problem than has ever before confronted Christianity. Church
buildings and properties were either destroyed or damaged. Thousands
of ministers and priests served with the armies of their respective
countries, many others spent years in concentration camps, suffering
or the truths they believed in. Today both the clergy and the laiety
ire united in their efforts to save Europe for Christianity. One third
)f Europe u behind the so-called "Iron Curtain," where Christianity
s in real danger of complete destruction. Western Europe, however,
s more readily accessable to us, and we're able to clearly discern the
nap^ factors attendant on religious reconstruction.
Many over optimistic people thought that there would be a widespread return of interest in religion by the peoples of Europe. Some
?ven pictured a revival of immense proportions, sweeping before it the
evils that of necessity follow every conflict. Theoretically at least
Europe was ripe for such a turn in affairs, but actually very little
Kcurred that was even conducive to optimism. Widespread skepticism
was evident on every side, and church attendance rose in the first
few months after the war, only to fall back to previous standards
soon after. People thought along political lines, yet were afraid of
partisan politics because of their experiences in the latter part of the
world wide depression.
The entry of churches into active politics as backers of parties is
evident in most of Europe today. The people still retained their
t'aith in the honesty and character of church officials, who, in many
ases led resistance forces in the worst periods of national trial and
humiliatfbn: Thus f a r the inclination has been toward the west, purely
n protest against the spread of Communist forces throughout Europe.
Both Catholic and Protestant bodies are woricing cooperatively in many
>f the activities necessary to complete reconstruction, and have at
least for the time being put a halt to the incessant verbal barrage that
they have carried on for centuries.
The overall outlook in most of Europe is optimistic, but the further
sending of American aid, and in this instance not only material but
spiritual gifts will be of great help in winning Europe back to Christ.

by LYNETTE
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Two one-act plays, "The Valiant"
and "Upward and Onward" were
presented by Palette and Masque
Thursday, November 21. "The Valiant," a drama, was directed by
Betty Timmer and Russell Horton.
Included in the cast were Dale
Stoppels, John Smith, Bill Andrews,
Petrovia Karsten, and Milton Pecerson.

Sophs Present Comedy
"Thursdays at Home" was the
one-act play given by the sophomores. The cast included Misses
Dee Davis, Helen Fredericks, Marion Hanna, Jean Mihaley, C a r o l
Prigge, Theresa Staal, Mary Vande
Wege, Mary Van Loo, and Pauline
Viening.
Singing "There Are Such Things"
for the freshmen were Misses
Marge Angus, soloist; Gloria Denton, Connie Hartman, Phyllis Jean
Sherman, and Joan TenhofT. Their
Haskin.

A comedy, "Upward and Onward," completed the program. Directed by Mr. Edward Avison,
P & M advisor, the characters were
played by Thomas Van Dahn, Adele
Perkoff, Carol Jean Hermance
Prins Gives Oration
Anne Vander Veer and Sonny DonMiss Peggy Prins delivered the
ahue.
sophomore oration, "The Universal
Lynne Lundberg was stage man- Language," in which she emphaager for the two plays, and Ade sized the fact that music reflects
Bos took charge of the lighting the people, the times, and moods.
effects. Business manager was VirThe cast of the freshman play,
ginia Hemmes.
"The White E l e p h a n t Comes
Home," included Misses Shirley
Bedell, Ruth De Kraaf, Barbara
Eilander, Adele Perkoff, and Nancy
Rook

Blue Key Presents
New Student Guide

Coaches Are Named
The chairman of the entire program was Miss Louise Ter Beak.
The freshman captain and coach
were Miss Barbara Kronendonk and
Miss Mildred Vermaire respectivey. Marie Buttlar was the sophomore captain, and Glenna Gore was
the sophomore coach.
Judges for the contest were Mr.
Edward Avison and Mr. Robert
Cavanaugh of the college faculty.
Miss Ruby Calvert of Holland High
School also was one of the judges.

The Hope College Chapter of
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity presented the 1946-1947 Student Guide to the faculty and students during this past week. The
Guide is more than twice the size
of any previous issues, containing
04 pages. Included in the publication are addresses of the faculty
and students. There is also a section containing Health Center regulations, library rules and meeting
days for various campus organizations. The Blue Key Student Guide
Committee was composed of Wil- 3 S S S S S 8 8 S S @ S S S 8 S S 3 S S S S 8 S
liam Haak, Harry Meiners and
Roger Rietberg. All who have not
obtained their copy of this free
and useful booklet may do so, at
the Blue Key Book Store.

D u t c h Mill

CITY KITCHEN
Good Food
with
Quick Service

Plate Dinners
at Popular Prices

MILLS ICE CREAM CO.
SS@8S8»

PEOPLES STATE BANK
the Success it Merits

Out-of-seaion
Out of the ordinary foods
served with real
Holland Hospitality

B u f f e t Laiielie«iis Dally

68 East 8th Street

Banquet R o o n for
Prirmte P a r t i e s

Jus; Around the corner at
College Avenue

Enjoy our Excellent Meals
Daily and Sundays

Open 7:00 A.M. to7X)0P.M.

Paul A. Van Raalte

Closed Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
and all day Sunday.

owner

u

;s@@s@esss@sssesss@ssese£

24 E. 8th St, Holland, Mich.
oesaeessssaese&aaaasasi

+

Telephone 2687
5 W. 8th St., HoUand

laAxxJi
SUNDAES
MALTEDS
PERFECT D I A M O N D S
CONES
B. N. WILLIAMS
ICE CREAM
JEWELER
wishes for Hop* College and The Anchor

FRIS BOOK STORE

Palette & Masque
Present 2 Plays

"Lullaby" Is Musical Number
For their m u s i c a l number,
Brahm's "Lullaby" was sung in the
original German form by the sophomores, Misses LaVerne Hyink, Jan
Joldersma, Judy Mulder, Bernice
Nichols, Alice Marie Parrott, Janet
Snow, Iris Vande Bunte, Barbara
Van Dyke, and Claire Wierenga.
They were accompanied by Miss
Dorothy Bergers.
Miss Donna Sluyter gave the
freshman oration, "Only Twentyseven Years." She compared 194G
to 1919 and showed how the events
in 1919 are repeating themselves
today.

Completely Air Conditioned

with

Warm Friend Tavern

Mr. Miller graduated from Hope
College with the class of 1941.
While at Hope he was a member
of various campus organizations
including the Blue Key honor society. A graduate of Western Sem
inary in 1944, he entered Princeton
Theological Seminary for postgraduate study which was completed in one year.
New York was his next stop
where he accepted a ministerial position in the Reformed church at
Fonda, New York. He was minister there until 1945. Mr. Miller's
home town is Detroit, Michigan.

The class of '49 was again victorious over the Freshmen on Monday, November 25, when the sophomore girls defeated the freshmen
girls in the annual Nykerk Cup
Contest. The sophomore girls had
357.1 points over against 348.1
points for the freshmen.
The Nykrrk Cup Contest, which
parallels the frosh-soph tug-of-war
that the sophomore boys won in
October, matches the musical, oratorical, and dramatic ability of the
two classes. With the winning of
this contest, the class of '49 now
has a perfect class record, having
won both pulls and cups.

Reataarant

Strengthen Your Affection

CANDtES

New Bible Prof.
To Arrive in Jan.

*r *r*sr <***

CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ANDES

f*A

f a y It W i t h

FLOWERS
Vor y o u r Parties
a n d all • • • l a l

CHOICE CORSAGES
ROSES
GARDENIAS
ORCHIDS
"MUMS"
ASSORTED BOUQUETS

WHITE
CROSS
Barber EMiik's Flower Shop
Shop Phone 9496 Opix Poet Office
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SOROSIS

Jfraternittrs

plans f o r / t h e informal party were
discussed.

At seven and one-half bells,
Sorosites gathered together except
for those who were late (fifty cents,
please). And then the big business
began with Ann Vander J a g t taking
over the reins for the missing
prexy — did you have a good time.
Ess? After pleas for money f o r
this, that, and the other thing were
voiced, the meeting was turned
over to Sorosite Mihaly who stuffed
us with turkey talk.
Lorraine
Tempest proffered a paper on the
true meaning of Thanksgiving.
Jan Joldersma kept us SPELLBOUND and carried us away with
RACHMANINOFF'S CONCERTO.
It's amazing what a phonograph
can do, e s p e c i a l l y without a
scratchy needle.
Eunice Gross gavo with the
humor ( ?) paper which was centered around the metropolis of
Holland, Michigan.
Who's your
friend who isn't too deeply engrossed in this cross-roads of some
fourteen thousand Dutch lives?

DORIAN
With "Records" the theme of the
regular Dorian meeting, the Pastoral recording, evening's Scriptures from the Psalms, was read
by Phyl Voss. "The Hit Parade,"
a humor paper in which the names
of the popular songs were used to
depict the several sorority members, was composed and read by
Ruth Quant.
"Concert Hall," the outstanding
"recording" of the evening, was
planned by Trudy Maassen. It was
a history of music which included
excerpts from the music of the
iarly Jews, Hindus and Japanese.
That of Brahms, Beethoven, and finally the music of Strivinsky, a
m o d e r n R u s s i a n composer, concluded the history of concert music.
DELPHI
Betty Boelkins and Claire Wierenga were in charge of the Delphi
"Horn of Plenty" at the sororitymeeting Friday at 7:30 p. m.
de
votions were read by Iris Vande
Bunte and Maxine Gregg read the
serious paper on t h e o r i g i n of
Thanksgiving Day and the numerous blessings for which individuals
today have to be thankful. "The
Brown Bird," the musical selection
from the Horn of Plenty was sung
by Claire Wierenga, Barb VanDyke
and Judy Mulder. "Thanksgiving
at the Wimpleton's." the sad story
of an unusual family who had the
misfortune to entertain the minister and his \v f j on Thanksgiving
Day was the humo" paper read by
Pauline (If it ain't funny laugh
inyway) Viening.

SIBYLLINE
"Midge and Johnny" were the
theme of the Sibylline meeting Friday evening. Marian Holman read
the Scripture and Vada Mae Efird
thpn read a paper centerei about
the many supersitions and traditions connected with the marriage
ceremony. Betty Christie then dedicated "Because" to Midge.
A preview of December .'](), 1946
(THE DATE) was humorously portrayed by several of the s )rority
members. Laura Johnson and Phyl
Dietrich were the groom and bride,
respectively. Best man was played
by " P e t e " Bartholemew while Anna
M a r i e T a l m a n was the bride's
father and Ruth Ruys the bride's
mother. Shirley Knoll played the
"dominie" and Marian Hanna was
the rejected suitor.
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Rental

THESAl'RIAN

Bicycles

Ride But D">n't Walk

At a brief business meeting held
Tuesday evening, the Thesaurian
sorority held an election of officers.
Anne Hkse will take* v r the gravel
as president and Jean Meulendyke,
vice-president will plan the meetings for the next term. Doris Opie,
secretary will record the minutes
and Barbara Archer as treasurer
will take care of the funds. Final

New and Used
Bicycles
Prompt Repair Work
COMPLETE LINE OF
REPAIR PARTS

Reliable Bicycle
Ben Van Lente
Shop
All

Kinds

EMERSONIAN

THE SNACK SHACK
Is gaining in Popularity with those
in College who know where to
go for those EVENING SNACKS.

Saturday Night

7:30

High School Auditorium

Winifred Larson

Corrie Ten Boom

CHRIST IS ALL YOUTH NEEDS!

Chris

Phone 3492

177 College Avenue

136 West 19th Street

I
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KNOLL'S

GIFT

SHOP

Complete Line of

Christmas Cards and Seals
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d r u g STORex

.

5 4 E. E I G H T H ST. - 166 W. I X

ST

FOR HIS CHRISTMAS
Men's Ties 1.00 • 1.50 - 2.00
Scarfs 97c to 3.50
Glove Sets 3.75
Sweaters 3.95 to 9.50
Belts 1.00 - 1.50 - 2.00
Loltker-Rutgers Co.

*&!&S89SSZSSSS8SS8SSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS& SSSe&SS83&SSSSS3SSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSS8&2»SSS88SS&Si:

FOR R E C R E A T I O N
Meet Hope Students
-

A T -

Lievense's Bowling Alleys
>LLEGE

WE ARE P R O U D TO HAVE HOPE
AS O U R

RECORDS!

RECORDS!

YOUR LATEST HITS OR POPULAR MUSIC

Decca and Victor Records
15c and 25c.
Special New VOGUE Plastic Records - 85c
ALLEN'S R A D I O SHOP

NEIGHBORS

250 River Avenue

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC.
Makers

of

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

tSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS8SSSSSSSS8S8SSSSS&8SS88SSSSSS

BULFORD STUDIO
(Formerly Winslow Studio)

PORTRAIT
&&S&SSSSSSS&SSSSSSSS8SSSSSS&SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS&S&Si 52 East Eighth Street

PHOTOGRAPHY
Telephone 9608

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE

HOLLAND FURNACES

AT

FIRST N A T I O N A L BANK

Make Warm Friends"

of Holland

World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and
Air Conditioning Systems

Deposits Insured up to $5,000.00

WARM FRIENDS ot Hope College

e8SS8S8S8SS888SSSSS8SSS0S&SS>SS>SS>ss&svss30S^

Get Your

SODAS and SUNDAES
- A T-

These cool nights won't bother you if you
know you can have your midnight
snack in your own room.

A. Patsy Fabiano

For Food Just Right Visit

Home of better Ice Cream

DOWNTOWN IGA

26 West 8th Street

Holland

could be realized a f t e r the peace
treaties had been put into force or
at a later date when you think it
feasible. We think t h a t we could
give board and lodgings f r e e plus
pocket-money to the students as
our guests. To members of your
staff we would offer board and
lodgings and also some honarium
in cash: as much as we can afford.
You were kind enough to make
inquiries about our f u r t h e r needs
. . . Our g r e a t e s t trouble, besides
many other things, is perhaps the
lack of money. More than 100 students could not return to Sarospatak last September f o r the simple reason that their p a r e n t s could
not afford to pay the school fees,
small though they are. Our professors, teachers and employees do
not get even their much reduced
salaries in time. We have no English masters. Before the war, we
used to have two or three at a
time, but now who could be induced
to come to this part of Central
Europe and, even if somebody made
the sacrifice to come, how could he
get here? But no more of complaints! We are firmly convinced
that as long as we serve His cause,
God will stand by us and will, by
His great mercy, give us the means
to live by. . . .
Speaking of new institutions, I
would just like to mention t h a t our
School has recently been given the
charter to establish a new branch,
an Academy for the Furtherance
of Free Cultural Activities. It will
train professional and non-professional educationalists for the promotion of f r e e cultural activities in
the country.
As regards food conditions here,
we are glad to say that our students have, this school year, received some sugar, canned meat,
and fish from the UNRA and we
hope to get some more before the
end of the year. Nevertheless, a
number of our students are again
on a "supplication" tour in the
country . . . The g i f t s of the congregations . . . are employed to
help the students and the school
equally.

Nine Months in German Prison Camp

of

INSURANCE

Excerpts From Hungary

Rev. Collenbrander advised t h a t
The following are excerpts f r o m
we should, in this era unfolding
On Saturday night, November 23,
before us, work f o r the continued a letter which Rev. Osterhaven rethe Emersonians and their new
betterment of both the Etnerson- ceived from Mr. Ujszaszy of Sarospledges gathered at the Warm
ian f r a t e r n i t y and Hope College. patak H u n g a r y :
Friend Tavern's Tulip Room f o r the
F i r s t of all, we should like to
formal initiation of the new men.
express
our deep gratitude to you
ARCADIA
The activities started with a bounfor the love, friendship and encourtiful dinner followed immediately
The Arcadian fraternity dis- agement t h a t we found in your letby a short program. Dr. Hollen- P2nsed with its usual literary meet- ter. Living in the trying circumbach, faculty advisor to Emerson- ing because of the burning of the stances which by the dispensation
ian, expressed his views on the re- green and held a short business of Providence have been allotted
lationship between the fraternity meeting on November 22. Keith to our nation's share, it is very
and the college, stressing the part De Jong was appointed chaplain g r a t i f y i n g to know that we have
which fraternity life plays in de- and John Smith was made pin com- brethren in faith who not only pity
veloping a well rounded personal- mittee chairman. Marv DeYoung us but t r y to help us in carrying
ity. An alumnus, John Hains, then was appointed general chairman of our cross. This is one of the reafavored the group with two vocal the fall party and Duane Vander- sons why we, although living on
selections.
the border of existence and nonYacht Anchor reporter.
Former prexy. Rev. Harold ColIn the literary meeting, Jim existence, have not for a moment
enbrander delivered a very perti- Yuk read the humor paper and fallen into despair, but have put
nent and timely message entitled, Fred King delivered an excellent our faith in God: t r u s t i n g that He,
"Folding or Unfolding". He urged s?rious paper entitled "Reading who led our ancestors here more
the members, both old and new, to For Understanding." Guests for than a thousand years ago, would
live up to the standards and goals the evening included vocalist Betty not wipe us off from the face of
of Emerson. Not only are we to Brinkman and accompanist Pru- the earth now either, but would
follow in this great poels paths dence Haskin who presented the help us over to more peaceful
for the sake of personal gain, but musical selection for the fraternity. times, not because of our own
merits, but because of His own
*SSS3SSS??S&SSSSS83SSSSSSS3SSSSSSSS3SSS8SSSS8@@& free mercy.
Secondly, we should like to thank
you f o r your warm interest in our
school and students. We pray you
not to suspend this interest in the
f u t u r e either. Sarospatak School
is the most exposed stronghold of
Protestantism in this part of the
world and if this place gets weakened, it will mean a terrible blow
to World Protestantism and to
Western Civilization at the same
Opposite Train Station on 8th Street
time. Although our school is, fi^SS8SSS9SSS9SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS6SSSSSSSSS:
nancially, in a very serious situation, its sphere of influence is becoming even larger than before . . .
Thirdly, we wish to thank you
for the shipment of the nine boxes
of clothing contributed by your
students to our school. These have
not yet arrived, but we trust that
by Christmas they will be here.
Even if they came earlier, they
would be distributed as Christmas
presents from Hope College. We
must confess that these g i f t s will
Thrilling Contralto
reach us just at a time when we
need them most. . . .
"KATE SMITH OF GOSPEL SONG"
We should be very happy if the
exchanging of professors and students between our two schools

Conviently located on 8th Street
388888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888

White Christmas - Winter Wonderland
Shanty Town
Rumors Are Flying
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
^8888888888888888838888888888888888?

2SSSSSS&

SNYDER'S S H O E STORE
FOOTWEAR
The Ideal Christmas Gift
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, CHILDREN'S
^888888888888888S888888Sg8888888888888888888&88i

THE

LOUISE

SHOP

Fashions for Juniors
14 East Eighth Street
^=88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888

SPECIAL
SAVE - > SAVE
with
Cash and Carry
MICHIGAN CLEANERS
I. HOLLEMANS, Frop.

232 River Ave.

Open Saturday Evenings

^88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888?

Students Be On The Alert
OUR NEW STATIONERY SUPPLY
ARRIVES SOON TO MAKE
EXCELLENT GIFTS
If You Need These Supplies

Desk Lamps
Index Card File Boxes
Steel Card Cabinets
Book Ends
We Have These on Order
Supplies will be sold only to Students
and Faculty.

Blue Key Book Store

A
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We took an extensive
the campus a week ago.
long, vertebrae-vexing
stopping for stubs, we
that with men of Hope

survey of
After s x
hours of
discovered
it, too, is

it v.'bulJ have been had it really
lallen and you wouldn't have to
gee your German for tomorrow!
Th s is really the center of activty," you say, as you look into her
yellow journalism (according to
Luckies 2 to 1.. (Adv.) Something Roget this is a synonym for "exelse rather singular struck us, how- citement," so what the hpek) eyes.
ever. In those long hours of view- Frankly, we'd like to find the celesing the vegitated valleys, we came tial peppering that would so influto, this conclusion: Latakea may ence a Hope twosome.
The professors are getting sadislay lovingly on the lungs, but on
tic
again and finding all kinds of
the lawn it looks lousy! That's
foolish
questions we don't know the
right, chillen. All this talk of tradition evidently rubs the proverbial answers to. These little quizzes are
f u r backwards on most, so let us best, though; flunking by small
look at it from a plain, common steps instead of in one big blast;
sense, straight - from-the-shoulder, somehow it feels better! A friend
man-to-man, brother-to-brother and of ours took a course in Business
Management this summer. His only
father-to-so:i p)int of view.
Look . . . Hop; has a beautiful products were utter confusion and
campus; Dr. Lubbe.s lias mentioned a high "C" (which, of course, is
plans to make it even more beauti- flne if you're a Soprano). T h e y
ful (he's gonna get a rake and do spent the arid afternoons reading
it on Saturdays). Seriously, the "Decentralization, R e c e n t r a l i z e d
whole thin^ is fouled-up if a bunch and Decentralized." If you think
of wise guys insist they cannot you're having it rough, find an
w a i t ' t i l they're off campus to nib answer to these:
1. "Discuss recentralized dejeable the nicotine. It's a simple, easj
tralization
and the four asp3cts of
request; most schools ask it; yor
decentralized
functions recentralwon't die if you abide by it. How's
ized."
about, fellas?
2. "Explain the importance of
Now that the beautiful weathei
is something to reminisce about functional i ; entralization decenlet us reminisce about it. Heady? tralized throu \ centralized decenHere we go . . . Those stars regurg- tralization " . . . Ho, Hum, back
itating all over Holland two fort- to Che .iis'.ry; 1 don't feel so bad!
The other night we had pork
nights ago were definitely something for cuddling couples to talk chops for supper. And to think we
about. One (that is, usually, the complained about no meat! When
male one) could think of lust oodles they came, we slyly wh'spered that
to say and be likely to make a they didn't look too tempting. Know
large impression with 'most any | what the fiendish waiter said? He
statement. According to Dr. Ralph 1
B. Baldwin, local astrophysicist, the ,
only " s m a r t " utterance that mo- i
mentous evening (it w ll happen j
again in 'il'S I . . . l ^ ' s wait!) was!
(quBte) "This is definitely debris j
from the nucleus." (Unquote.)
Can you pictur; yourself telling j
]{j
8t i St.
her, instead of billin^ nni cooing,,
that (quote) "Dis is Ja debr s, dar- i
ling," and she answering: "Oh,
definitely debris, dearest." And
then, of course, you both go into j
a heated discussion concerning the l
Gicobini-Zinner comet and how nice :
19 l /2 W e s t 8 t h S t r e e t

said, "So what, do you want to live
f o r e v e r ? " And who can argue in
the fact of such crushing logic?
A year ago we really complained
about the chow! Our hovel was located about fifty feet from the
mess hall, near a taro patch. Upon
entering our private quarters, the
first thing one encountered was a
pole, nothing but a pole . . . but a
very indispensable pole . . . the pole
which held the tent up! Into this
pole were driven nails upon which
hung various articles such as barracks bags, towels, rifles, ammunition packs, mirrors, etc. You see,
our pole was a very sturdy little
pole as poles go. It was about three
inches thick, six-sided, rested on
the ground at one end and in the
air at the other. To the left of
the pole was a home-made dresser,
clothes closet, floor and cot. Upon
this cot was placed a head to which

was connected a short, lifeless,
ugly body . . . (us). This body,
upon the signal (the odor of burning beans) suddenly sprang to life,
sat up, gazed at the pole, and
dashed madly toward the source
of these delightful gases. When
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF
sufficiently overstuffed, the body DANCING ON HOPE'S CAMagain returned to the pole, the cot, PUS? was the question used for
anJ rigor mortis set in until gas- this issue of the ANCHOR.
HARRY MEINERS: Dancing, in
tronomical juices once more oozed.
What reminded us of the above my estimation, is not only an unwas the breakfast last Sunday . . . christian form of recreation, but
(downtown, thanks) a rotten meal ^s also unnecessary in order for
consisting of pancakes and acid one to enjoy living. I hope it will
coffee. Slowly rising from the table, not be officially instituted on this
we stepped into the cold air re- campus and sanctioned by college
solving, as we did so, to communi- authorities.
cate with you.
LOIS HOSPERS: If people deAnd so we shall end as we began sire to dance, they will just natReminder: Tobaccy will drive you urally find some place to dance, and
this place may not be a respectable
wackey if you lackey tactey. . . .
spot;
therefore, I think that chapDixie
eroned dances on the campus are
O.K. Students should have forms
of recreation other than theatergoing. I'd like to see dancing on
Hope's campus as an experiment.
BUD VAN ECK: I don't care
to dance myself, nor am I in favor
of it; however, I recognize the
rights and tastes of other individuals and that it can be a pleasure
to them. I do not think it's right
to "buck" the college and to break
down the standards of the school.
KEN VANDEN BROEK: To me
it makes no difference.
MOLLIE REIMERS: I think they
ought to have dancing on the campus. If they don't have it on campus, the students will go some
place else which might not be a de
sirabl^ place. Supervised dancing
is better than unsupervised dancing.

he tns % 6ars *

HOimOF
Put a real sock in the men's socks this
Christmas by giving them a gift
they're wishing for . . . good-looking,
long-wearing socks by H O L E P R O O F !
Choice of regular length and
shorts in solid colors and
patterns. Many styles have
Nylon-reinforced toee.

SHOE POLISH
and Lices
Electric Shoe Hospital

NICK DYKEMA

GROSSMAN'S
-

For Anything in Fine Printing . . .

$1.00

3c

HA N S E N

Main Floor

97c

CARDS

ATIORTI**

MILESTONE PRINTERS
9 East 10th St.
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You will find a Large
Selection of
Chistmas
Cards
at
THE BOOK NOOK
&S38SS8&8888S8SS@SSSSS8SSS8SS8SSS8S@S8SSSS@SS&Si

A MONEY

SAVER

i.

$ f . S O M e a l T i c k e t SS.OO
The Best in Home Cooking. Give it a Trial

\

TULIP RESTAURANT
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HOPE COLLEGE JEWELRY
Bracelets - Tie Clatpi - Keys
Nccklaccs - Year Pin* - Broochcf

Jewelry & Gift Shop
^

Telephone 4606
nggawegaeeigggj
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Phones: 4337 and 9231
Holland, Michigan

T. KEPPEL'S SONS
JOHN VANDER BROEK, Prop.
Established 1867

C O A L . . . BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
Sherwin-Williams Paints and Varnishes
Fairbanks-Morse Stokers
SSSSS8SSSSSSS8SSSSSSSS8S

HATS -

AT P. s. BOTER & CO.

SPORT

SHIRTS
SLACKS
COATS
JACKETS

&88&8&8S88S8S888SS88@S8aa8@88@S88@8S88@&&888S8ai

IDEAL
Dry Cleaners
Four Short Blocks North of Campus
Corner College Avenue and 6th Street

Free Delivery Service
Phone 2 4 6 5
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I. H. MARSIUE
ACCTDENT INSURANCE FOR
HOPE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Holland State Bank Bldg.

&SSS88S388S@8@8SSSS8S8St

DU SAAR
PHOTO & GIFT SHOP
Photo^nuhinf, Framing and Oifts
10 E. 8th St., Holland, Mich.
S@SSS@S@888SS@SSS@S8SSSS
Headquarters for , . ,

Hospitality
your hands

ROBLEE, AIR-STEP
AND BUSTER BROWN
SHOES

SHOE

POST'S
"t

TOPCOATS

SPAULDINfi'S

*

i
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STEKETEE-VAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE, INC.

D R U G
STORE

S

WELCOME

"ALWAYS THE NEWEST STYLES"

45c to 70c

BOXES
79c

You Are Always

Men's Department

-

ESTHER BOGART: I definitely
think dancing should be allowed on
the campus.
MARCIA DE YOUNG: I'm all
for it. Also dancing should be allowed at sorority parties. Dancing
is not much different from roller
skating, and the school sponsors
skating parties; therefore I think
dancing should be sponsored.
BUD KORANDA: I believe that
the problem of dancing at our
school is one of the biggest issues
confronting us today. We should
all be very open minded about the
situation and try to work out a solution satisfactory to all. Personally, I'm of the opinion that it is
personal with all of us — if our
consciences see nothing wrong with
it, then there is nothing wrong
with it. Those who want to dance
should, and those opposed should
find other means of entertainment.
In other words, provisions should
be made for both groups and both
groups should show respect for the
CHET DROOG: Becausc Hope
uhers' op nions on the matter.
( olle re is a Christian college repBy Ginnv Hemmes
resenting the Reformed Faith, it
should not encourage any practices
which the Reformed Faith as a
. iiole has not subscribed to. The
college has a great problem facing
it in the dei're to satisfy the students' tastes for entertainment, but
could it not as a school better seek
at the
to help educate this taste as well
as just satisfying it?

SUITS

Large Variety
59c

JIM VAN DYKE: As for myself,
I do not care for dancing, but
would not hold it against the convictions of others who consider
dancing a proper form of entertainment. As long as the tradition of
Hope College is against dancing, I
do not believe in an organized attempt to destroy that tradition.

^9SSSSSSS8@SSSSSSSSSSSS9SSSS8S@SSSSSSSSSS@SSS8S

C H R I S T M A S CARDS

-

KILROY: As f a r as I'm concerned, dancing is a hug set to
music and if hugging is all right,
then so is dancing!

Mary Jane Restaurant

The Tailor

39c

Page Five

i6w. sthst.

STORE

Carl's
Tailor Shop
Custom Made Suits
ALTERATIONS
and
REPAIRS
1M RIVER AVE.
Next to Tower Clock Bldg.
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1
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•OTTUD I f t M AU1HOOTY Of TMf COCA-COtA COMPANT IT

Cocm-CoJa Bottling Company of Grand Rapids
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WELCOME BACK COACH WATERS
Home Schedule Begins Tonight
Tonight in the Armory it will be a case of friends against
friend when the Hope College basketball teams open the
home season against Grand Rapids Junior College. The friends
will be the Dutch players who also played football and the
friend will be the man who helped coach the Dutch to their
successful season, Russ Waters.
This is Mr. Waters' first season
as head basketball coach at Grand
Rapids and he is undoubtedly just
as anxious to make a success of
this as he did make in coaching the
Hope backfield.

Russ Waters Coaches

Scoop With Koop

A t Grand Rapids J. C.
IfH ^ * p i
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Schriemer Wins
Gridiron Honors
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Raiders Schedule 20 Game
The Raiders have been drilling
for the past three weeks in preparation for the 20-game schedule
ahead of them. This year, for the
first time since 1942, the Michigan
Junior College Athletic conference
of which the Grand Rapids College
is a member is in operation again.
It is very likely that the starting
five from J. C. may be composed of
former Grand Rapids high school
stars. From Ottawa Hills come
Jimmy Horn, Alix Martin, J e r r j
Hahn and Jim Montgomery. Hahn
and Montgomery may be remembered by Holland High fans sincc
they caused the public school boyf
no end of trouble during last season. Martin is a high scoring forward who has played one season
for Junior College before going into
the service. Horn is a speedy Negro who helped win the Grand Rapids City Championship for Ottawa
Hills in the 1943-44 season.
C e n t e r Ih OhIo

The tallest man on the squad
and the probable starting center te
Terry Olso who hails from Grand
Rapids Creston. Ben Balkema is
another boy who should see action
at center. He played his basketball
at Grand Rapids Central. The two
guards may be Earl Burgering and
Billy Raymon who also played on
the hardwoods for the Hilltoppers
from Central.
For the Dutch it is sure to be a
combination of any of the following boys: Gabby Van Dis, George
Dalman, Russ De Vette, Don Mulder, Don Scholten, Han' and Harold Buter and many more to follow.

... /

Don S c h r i e m e r , Hope college
senior end, was voted the most valuable player of the year and also
was named honorary captain. The
noting results were released at a
i'ootball banquet Thursday in the
Temple building.
Schriemer was voted the honors
by members of the 194(5 gridiron
iquad. Separate ballots were used
for the two honors but Schriemer's name was voted high on both
:ards.
Coach AI Vanderbush made the
announcement after a dinner sponsored by Rein Visscher, college employe. Vanderbush also presented
the letterwinners with their awards.
H a i l i n g f r o m Grand Rapids,
Schreimer came to Hope in prewar days and played football for
Coach Milton Hinga's outfit. He
left to serve in the Marines after
the war started and just returned
to Hope's campus this semester.
He worked in with the passing of
Nick Yonker to score several touchdowns and set the stage for many
more. Schreimer's defense was outstanding all through the season as
very few opposing backs swept his
end. The big six-foot three-inch
end was injured in the last few
games and was kept from all-out
action.

Schriemer, Yonker

Eleven's Average Is
Make M I A A Team High in 1946 Season

V

It was Frank Leahy who said, "The old line we used to give the
boys at the half doesn't go any more. I play records for my lads.
They don't fall for the 'fight for Seewish' line." We think he
hit the nail right on the head. The boys are out for football or
basketball or what have you for the fun involved, possibly a little
glory, but all the old stuff involving the glory of the school is
gone for awhile. Maybe in a few years it will return.
So the Dutchmen opened the 1946-47 basketball season just
about the way everyone thought they would, by avenging two
defeats of last season at the hands of Percy Jones. Tonight the
opposition shouldn't be too tough either, about a 20-point victory,
maybe more. That January 2nd open date, when the powerful'
Western Michigan quintette invades Holland is going to be a
thorn in someone's side. Undoubtedly the best game of the year
will be against the Bronco's and at that game no student tickets
will be honored. It's like keeping the University of Michigan
students away from the Army-Michigan game, or better yet the
groom away from the wedding. A lot of college people will go
home for the holidays, but many live here, and they just aren't
go ng to see a good game. Looking at it from a financial standpoint, at $1.45 or $1.50 a head, with a good 1200 seats it is a wise
move on the part of the college, but why not throw it open to the
public on another date? Certainly the Dutch have a good enough
drawing card regardless of who they play, and a full house could
be assured any time. Selfish? Maybe so, but included in your
activities fee is full coverage for athletic events. I wouldn't have
written anything about it, but any number of students approached
me on the subject, and this column is a good place for airing
views; the right place is the editorial or Letters to the Editor
column, but it seems they aren't read quite as much as sports.
We'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate Schriemer
and Yonker for the honor they received, and this year it is a
special honor, for truly the competition was keen. Don leaves
Hope in June, but Nick will be around for some three more seasons, we hope.
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John Keppel Van den Broek is a lad for dealing in deals, especially animal shinnanigans. It all began many years ago when
John was a freshman and he swallowed a couple of live goldfish
on a bet. Since that time he has raised various and assorted
types of fish and fowl which are scattered throughout his abode
in bowls and cages. However, John has now decided to stop
playing and go into this thing for the financial gain; consequently,
chinchillas. I am told that this rodent is all but extinct in its
natural habitat, although there are chinchilla farms scattered
here and about. John, and his partner. Chuck Knooihuizen, will
start such a farm. They plan to buy two of the beasts as a
modest investment. When I asked John what he would do if one
of them died, he said, "Make an ear-muff. It would be the only
chinchilla ear-muff in the world."

With Coach Al Vandenbush in the
Hillsdale college placed four playdriver's seat of the "Model T," the
ers on the Michigan Intercollegiate
Hope College football squad rolled
Athletic Association honor football
team for the year with a 12th through one of the most successful
player honored on the first team seasons recorded in recent years.
because of a tie vote on backfield Although the Dutch were edged out
in a close title race, its record of
choices, it was announced today.
six
wins and two defeats speaks
Hope, Kalamazoo college and Alfor
itself.
bion each placed two men with
Using the deceptive T formation
Alma and Adrian completing the
to their advantage, Hope ran up
team with one man each.
The selections were as close as 160 points to their opponents 40
Because of the limited capacity
Kalamazoo college's basketball
the MIAA race which went down for an average of 20 points per
of
the
Holland
armory
where
all
forces are driving hard toward the
to the last game with Hillsdale game against the opposing 5 teams.
Hope college's h o m e b a s k e t b a l l most ambitious cage campaign in
Former U. M . A t h l e t e
and Kalamazoo ending the season Of the 25 touchdowns shoved over
the opponents goal lines, 16 result- games will be played this season, the school's history.
in a tie for the championship.
Is Hillsdale C o a c h
the school's faculty committee on
Don Schriemer, Hope college end, ed from running plays. Bob Emery
Coach Lloyd (Dob) Grow, guidHarold Westerman, former UniNick Yonker, Hope quarterback, holds the record for the longest athletics has decided to hold seats
for students only until 7:30 the ing the squad through daily drills
versity of Michigan athlete, has
and Bill Young of Hillsdale, a scoring run of the season, one of
nights
of the games and then throw and scrimmages, reports the Horhalfback, were unanimous choices 51 yards against Ferris and another
been named head coach of Hillsthe
doors
open to the public. The nets rapidly taking shape, pointing
for the first team in selections by against Alma of 52 yards. The
dale college's 194G-47 basketball
committee
also agreed that a limthe MIAA coaches which were an- remainder of the scoring was done
out, however, that the nucleus of
team which o p e n e d a 21-game
ited
number
of reserved seat tick- the club will be built around renounced today by the judge advo- through the air with the three
schedule Dec. 3 at home against
cate, DeGay E r n s t , of Grand Dutch bombers hitting an assort- ets for the season will be placed on turning lettermen for the early
Jackson Junior college. David NelRapids.
ment of receivers with deadly ac sale. These can be secured by a part of the season.
son, who coached the Dales to a
The first team:
curacy. Yonker connected for four written application accompanied by
Thompson Is Star
share of the MIAA football chamthe season ticket price.
Ends — Don Schreimer, Hope, touchdowns, Higgs for three and
In addition to five lettermen of
pionship this fall, will confine his
The Hope-Western Michigan colDeVette for two.
and Ben Fles, Albion.
the 1945-46 squad. Grow has a pair
duties to his post as athletic dilege
game,
which
will
be
played
at
Although Art Timmer led all inTackles — James Staup, Adrian,
of high scoring Hornets returning
rector during the winter.
dividual
scores with 36 points, the Holland Jan. 2, has been listed as
and John Masternon, Hillsdale.
for further competition in Wayne
an
"open"
game
at
which
no
stuGuards — V i n c e n t M a r a d i n o , scoring for the Dutch was well
Thompson and Carroll (Pinky)
dent
tickets
will
be
honored.
Kalamazoo and Charles Clark, Al- spread out among ten men. Emery
Honess. Thompson, as captain in
Season
tickets
will
be
sold
in
was second with 24 points followed
Freshmen candidates for the Al- bion.
FOR YOUR
his sophomore year, averaged more
blocks
of
nine
for
$13.50.
The
seaCenter — Alex Clelland, Hills- by Higgs with 21 (two touchdowns
bion college basketball squad took
than 10 points per game with 156
son
tickets
will
be
transferrable
and nine conversions). Yonker with
another look today at the flock of dale.
tallies in the '42-'43 campaign. In
FOOT-WEAR NEEDS
19 and Kraai and Van Dis with 18 and reserved seats will be held for
Quarterback
—
Nick
Y
o
n
k
e
r
,
returning lettermen and other ex'43-'44 Thompson lettered at the
each were next on the parade fol- holders until 7:45 p. m. after which
perienced hopefuls and agreed it Hope.
University
of Michigan and later
all remaining space will be sold to
Halfbacks — W i l l i a m Y o u n g , lowed by DeVette, Schreimer, Buter
would be a hard winter.
saw
service
with the Naval Trainthe public.
Coach Walter Sprandel, embar- Hillsdale, Max Tullis, Alma, Thom- and DeMull with six each. Ernie
ing Center team at Miami, Fla.,
Post, the r e g u l a r fullback, was
rassed by h i s m a t e r i a l riches, as Ward, Hillsdale.
playing regularly on a squad which
Phone 2821
Fullback — Tom Shopoff, Kala- hampered by an injury the latter
trimmed his early squad from 45
included Lujack of Notre Dame,
part of the season and was the only
to 20 men. With the football sea- mazoo.
Ail-Americans Ernie Andres and
member of the starting backfield
Second team:
son over, Sprandel expected the
Leo Klier, and Holy Cross' George
Ends — Milt Christen, Kalama- who failed to score but he more
turnout to pop up to 40 again.
Conner. Thompson, 6 feet 2 inches,
Kalamazoo college will play host is a native of South Bend.
Albion opens a 20-game schedule zoo; Charles De Mull, Hope and than made up for this with his fine
against W e s t e r n O n t a r i o here Jack Hart, Kalamazoo, the latter defensive play t h r o u g h o u t t h e to the 1947 MIAA track and field
Honess, the hard-running cross
season.
two tied.
meet at its new Angell field, the country star, is entering his second
Dec. 7.
The play of the Dutch forwan league directors announced today.
Tackles — Rip Collins, Hope,
Jerome Edwards of Detroit, Lou
year with the Hornets after leading
wall
is not to be overlooked howKenneth
Swanson,
Alma.
The meet tentatively is scheduled the scoring parade in '43-'44 with
Black of Chicago, Lewis Moon of
Guards — Gayle Saxton, Alma, ever. In holding the opposing teams for May 16.
Albion, Elin Isaac of Chicago and
135 points in 9 games, an average
to a mere 40 points in the eight
Jack
Trump, Kalamazoo.
Bob Linton of Coldwater, all of
The l e a g u e e l e c t e d Wallace of 15 per contest.
Center — Howard Southworth, games the Hope s t a l w a r t s set Moore, Alma, as its president for
the Albion regulars from last seaTop Scorer Back
somewhat of a record. But also it the coming year. Other officers
Kalamazoo.
son, have reported.
Other
returning lettermen are
Quarterback — Robert Mohr, Al- must be remembered that the backs will be Mike Lude, Hillsdale, and
Brud
Rooney,
former St. Augustine
58S®8®888888888888g8888888888888888888g88888888g bion.
cannot break loose for those six Jack Marlette, Kalamazoo, vicestar;
Bob
App,
ex-All-Stater from
Half Backs — Bob Emery, Hope, pointers unless there is a way presidents; Dr. A. B. Stowe, KalFort
Wayne,
Ind.,
Gus Birtsas of
cleared for them and the line car- amazoo, secretary; a n d Dr. H.
George Albright, Hillsdale.
Dowagiac,
t
h
r
e
e
t
i
m e basketball
Fullback — Robert Reed, Kala- ried out this job very well in every Davison, Hillsdale, treasurer. The
letter
winner.
Jack
Marlette of
instance. Then, taking into consid- latter two were re-elected.
mazoo.
Huntington,
Ind.
and
Hal
Hinckley,
Materials are scarce so make that Appointment early
Honorable mention — Ray Perry, eration the fact that the Dutch line
Bob Nulf of Kalamazoo will head Paw Paw, capUin of the current
end, Hillsdale; Earl King, tackle was outweighed in almost every the MIAA coaches, succeeding John squad.
and James Nawrot, half back, Kal- game, you must hand it to them Lear of Alma.
Hinckley was the team's leading
amazoo; David Pysh, guard. Alma; that they did a wonderful job.
The directors also extended the scorer last season, racking up 178
next to Ceater Theatre Bill Stuckwish, center, Adrian; Len
No freak scoring plays came up league's immediate-eligibility rule points in 16 games. The big sophDick, guard and Art Timmer, half- in the 1946 season although the : or returning servicemen until next
omore has been rotating between
back, Hope.
Dutch had a narrow escape in the June and dismissed plans for a center and forward in early season
Alma game when Don Ladewig's possible indoor meet next March. drills.
pass from center ended up in the
Have You Ever Tried Our Economy Fluffed Dry Service H o l l a n d Exchange C l u b
opposing end's hands. All of the
at 10c per Pound?
H o p e s c o r i n g was done by the
H o n o r s F o o t b a l l Eleven
backs and ends in contrast to some
SAMPLE BUNDLE: 3 shirta, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts, 1 pajama, 3
Hope's football squad attended a past seasons. One i n c i d e n t is
pairs socks, 6 handkerchiefs, 1 sheet, 3 towels, 3 wash cloths.
banquet at Hope Church given by brought to mind especially when
Average weight, 5 pounds-60c.
the Holland Exchange Club for back in 1936 *'Ek" Buys, a tackle
NOTE I: You may have any or all of the shirts in this bundle finished
College and High School letter win- and captain of the Hope squad, inat 13c. each.
ners and c o a c h i n g ataffs. The tercepted two passes and raced f o r
NOTE II, Yea we do Dry Cleaning, safe and absolutely odorless.
speaker of the evening was John touchdowns both times to beat Ol-ATPingel, the backfield coach of Mich- ivet, 13-0. The highlight of the
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND
PHONE 3625 igan State. Movies of several state season would have been to have Del
SSS8SSSSS3S883SSSS8SSaSS games were shown and discussed. Koop duplicate this f e a t

Hope Sets Ticket
Policy tor Season
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Hornets Building
Strong Cage Team
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BasketballCandidates
Forecast Good Season

Borr's Bootery

Kalamazoo to be Host
of MIAA Track Meet

Portraits Are the Most Personal of All
Christmas Gifts
Call 2664

BEERNINK STUDIO

Attention . . . Hope Students!

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.

VAUPELL'S MEN'S SHOP
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